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ABSTRACT

This report describes our systems submitted to the DCASE2021
challenge task 3: sound event localization and detection (SELD)
with directional interference. Our previous system based on
activity-coupled Cartesian direction of arrival (ACCDOA) repre-
sentation enables us to solve a SELD task with a single target.
This ACCDOA-based system with efficient network architecture
called RD3Net and data augmentation techniques outperformed
state-of-the-art SELD systems in terms of localization and location-
dependent detection. Using the ACCDOA-based system as a base,
we perform model ensembles by averaging outputs of several sys-
tems trained with different conditions such as input features, train-
ing folds, and model architectures. We also use the event inde-
pendent network v2 (EINV2)-based system to increase the diver-
sity of the model ensembles. To generalize the models, we further
propose impulse response simulation (IRS), which generates simu-
lated multi-channel signals by convolving simulated room impulse
responses (RIRs) with source signals extracted from the original
dataset. Our systems significantly improved over the baseline sys-
tem on the development dataset.

Index Terms— DCASE2021, Sound event localization and de-
tection, Model ensemble, Impulse response simulation

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound event localization and detection (SELD) involves identifying
both the direction of arrival (DOA) and the type of sound. Numer-
ous methods have been tackling SELD through the DCASE chal-
lenge [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The SELD system based on activity-coupled
Cartesian direction of arrival (ACCDOA) representation enables us
to solve a SELD task with a single target [6]. This ACCDOA-based
system with RD3Net [7, 6] and data augmentation techniques out-
performed state-of-the-art SELD systems in terms of localization
and location-dependent detection [6].

In this study, we perform model ensembles of several sys-
tems trained with different conditions and model architectures. We
use ACCDOA-based systems as a base and perform model en-
sembles by averaging outputs of the systems trained with vari-
ous input features, training folds, and model architectures. The
event independent network v2 (EINV2)-based system [4] is also
used to increase the diversity of the model architectures. To in-
crease the training data, we carry out four kinds of data augmen-
tation: 1) equalized mixture data augmentation [8, 9], 2) rotation
of first-order Ambisonic (FOA) signals [10], 3) the multichannel
version of SpecAugment [11, 6], and 4) impulse response simula-
tion (IRS), which is a novel approach for SELD to generates simu-
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Figure 1: Illustration of an ACCDOA-based SELD system.

lated multi-channel signals by convolving simulated room impulse
responses (RIRs) with source signals extracted from the original
dataset. Experiments on the development dataset showed our sys-
tem significantly improved over the baseline system.

2. ACCDOA-BASED SYSTEM

In this section, we first give the framework of ACCDOA-based sys-
tems. Then we explain the parts of our pipeline: the features, data
augmentation, and network architecture.

2.1. ACCDOA framework

The ACCDOA representation assigns a sound event activity to the
length of the corresponding Cartesian DOA vector, which enables
us to handle SELD as a single task with a single network [6]. A
schematic flow of the ACCDOA-based SELD system is shown in
Fig. 1. After extracting the features, the network outputs frame-wise
ACCDOA vectors for target sound events. The model is trained to
minimize the Euclidean distance between the estimated and target
coordinates in the ACCDOA representation. We solve the multi-
output regression with a mean square error (MSE) loss [6].
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2.2. Features

Multichannel amplitude spectrograms and inter-channel phase
differences (IPDs) are used as frame-wise features. Here,
IPDt,f,p,q = 6 xt,f,p − 6 xt,f,q is computed from the short-
time Fourier transform (STFT) coefficients xt,f,p and xt,f,q , where
t, f, p, and q denote the time frame, the frequency bin, the Am-
bisonic channel p, and the channel q, respectively. We fix p = 0 to
compute relative IPDs between all the other channels, q 6= 0. Since
the input consists of four Ambisonic channel signals, we can extract
four amplitude spectrograms and three IPDs. Some of the models
use PCEN [12], cosIPDs, and sinIPDs [13] as input features, instead
of the amplitude spectrograms and IPDs.

2.3. Data augmentation

To increase the generalizability of the model, we use three data
augmentation techniques as described in our previous paper [6]:
EMDA [8, 9], rotation of FOA signals [10], and the multichan-
nel version of SpecAugment [11, 6]. We use the EMDA method,
where up to two audio events are mixed with random amplitudes,
delays, and the modulation of frequency characteristics, i.e., equal-
ization [8, 9]. We also use the spatial augmentation method [10].
It rotates the training data represented in the FOA format and en-
ables us to increase the numbers of DOA labels without losing the
physical relationships between steering vectors and observations.
Lastly, we use the multichannel version of SpecAugment [11, 6].
SpecAugment was extended to the channel dimension in addition
to the time-frequency hard masking schemes applied on amplitude
spectrograms [6].

In addition to these augmentation techniques, we further pro-
pose IRS. Fig. 2 describes the workflow of IRS augmentation.
While source signals are extracted from the original reverberant
dataset, RIRs for the FOA format are simulated. Then the simu-
lated RIRs are convloved with the extracted source signals to obtain
augmented multi-channel signals for the training dataset.

To extract source signals from the original dataset, we first ex-
tract non-overlapping and non-moving sound event segments from
the original dataset on the basis of the provided sound event detec-
tion (SED) label. Since the dataset of DCASE2021 task3 contains
unlabeled directional interference events, we heuristically eliminate
the interference events on the basis of a two-stage approach. In the
first stage, the sound event segments are eliminated when the seg-
ments are not recognized as any sound event classes by a preliminar-
ily trained model. These segments can be regarded as the ones that
dominantly include interference events. In the second stage, using
the covariance matrix of the segment in the frequency bins under 2
kHz and their eigenvalues, the segments are removed when the sec-
ond eigenvalue is larger than 30% of the first eigenvalue in most fre-
quency bins. Finally, complex Gaussian mixture model (CGMM)-
based minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beam-
forming is applied to the extracted segments to obtain the source
signals of the target sound events [14, 3].

In order to obtain RIRs for the FOA format, RIRs for the Eigen-
mike are first simulated assuming that the Eigenmike can be re-
garded as a rigid baffle array [15, 16]. An image source method [17]
is utilized for simulating reverberant conditions. The reverberation
time (RT60) is randomly defined to be within 100 to 500 ms. Then
the simulated RIRs are converted to FOA format on the basis of a
higher-order Ambisonics (HOA) encoding process [18, 19].
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Figure 2: The workflow of IRS.

2.4. Network architecture

In this study, to increase the diversity of the model ensemble,
we consider three variants of D3Net architecture [7], which has
achieved the state-of-the-art performance in music source separa-
tion. Those architectures are illustrated in Fig. 3 (a)–(c).

The first variant is RD3Net [6]. To adapt D3Net architecture
to the SELD problem, three modifications are made. First, dense
blocks in the up-sampling path is omitted because high frame-rate
prediction is not necessary for the SELD problem. Second, the
bottleneck part is replaced with gated recurrent unit (GRU) cells.
Third, the batch normalization is replaced with the network decon-
volution [20]. The architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3 (a).

As the second variant, we propose to replace the GRU block
with a time-frequency RNN (TFRNN) block, which is inspired by a
dual-path recurrent neural network (DPRNN) block [21]. DPRNN
was originally proposed to model long sequence. The long se-
quence is modeled by the intra- and inter-chunk RNN blocks (i.e.,
dual path). The dual path is considered to be able to efficiently
integrate both time-domain context and frequency-domain context.
Each RNN block is composed of bidirectional long short-term
memory (LSTM), fully connected layers, and layer normalization.
The intra- and inter-chunk RNN blocks are alternately stacked. As
shown in Fig. 3 (b), TFRNN with four RNN blocks is applied to the
output of fourth dense block, and followed by a frequency-domain
pooling operation.

The last variant is inspired by the EINV2 architecture [4]. Soft
parameter-sharing using cross-stitch and a transformer encoder are
incorporated into D3Net. As shown in Fig. 3 (c), EINV2-D3Net
consists of two parts, to which amplitude spectrograms features
with and without IPDs are fed respectively. Each part has four D3
blocks and one track-wise transformer encoder block. An integra-
tion layer combines the outputs of the two parts, and outputs ACC-
DOA vectors. Note that the differences from the original EINV2 [4]
are twofold: 1) replacement of conv-block with D3 block and 2) the
integration layer after the transformer encoder blocks.
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Figure 3: Illustration of D3Net architectures. (a) ACCDOA-based RD3Net, (b) ACCDOA-based TFR-D3Net (c) ACCDOA-based EINV2-
D3Net (d) EINV2-based EINV2-D3Net. l, k, and B in D3 blocks denote the number of layers, growth rate, and number of blocks, respectively.

2.5. Post-processing

During the inference, we split the 60-second inputs into shorter seg-
ments that overlap. Subsequently, each segment is processed, and
the results of overlapped frames are averaged. To further improve
the performance, we conduct a post-processing by rotating the FOA
data, estimating the ACCDOA vectors, rotating the vectors back,
and averaging the vectors of different rotation patterns [6].

2.6. Hyper-parameters and training procedure

The sampling frequency is set to 24 kHz. The STFT is used with a
20 ms frame length and 10 ms frame hop. The frame length of input
to the networks is 512 frames. The frame shift length is set to 20
frames during the inference. We use a batch size of 32. Each train-
ing sample is generated on-the-fly [22]. We gradually increase the
learning rate to 0.001 with 50,000 iterations [23]. After the warm-
up, the learning rate is decreased by 10% if the SELD score of the
validation do not improve in 40,000 consecutive iterations. We use
the Adam optimizer with a weight decay of 10−6. We validate and
save model weights every 10,000 iterations up to 400,000 iterations.
Finally we average the model weights from the last 10 models as in
[24].

3. EINV2-BASED SYSTEM

The EINV2 framework uses the track-wise output format and
permutation-invariant training (PIT) [4]. The track-wise format as-
sumes that the output of the model has several tracks, each with
at most one predicted event with a corresponding DOA. Different
tracks can detect events of the same class with different DOA, which
enables us to detect overlaps of the same class. EINV2 is optimized
with multiple targets using PIT by solving the track permutation
problem. We use a binary cross entropy (BCE) for the SED classi-
fication task and a MSE for the DOA regression task [4].

The other components such as features, data augmentation,
post-processing, hyper-parameters, and training procedure in the
EINV2-based system are the same as in the ACCDOA-based sys-
tems. As shown in Fig. 3 (d), the network architecture use soft
parameter-sharing using cross-stitch and a transformer encoder, the
same as the original EINV2 architecture [4] except for replacement
of conv-block with D3 block.

Table 1: Ensemble configuration. Th. means threshold.

Ens. Avg. Th. Base system

#1 0.3

ACCDOA-based RD3Net ×11
Simple ACCDOA-based TFR-D3Net

avg. ACCDOA-based EINV2-D3Net
EINV2-based EINV2-D3Net ×2

#2 0.4

ACCDOA-based RD3Net ×11
Simple ACCDOA-based TFR-D3Net

avg. ACCDOA-based EINV2-D3Net
EINV2-based EINV2-D3Net ×2

#3 0.3

ACCDOA-based RD3Net ×11
Weighted ACCDOA-based TFR-D3Net

avg. ACCDOA-based EINV2-D3Net
EINV2-based EINV2-D3Net ×2

#4 0.4

ACCDOA-based RD3Net ×15
Weighted ACCDOA-based TFR-D3Net ×2

avg. ACCDOA-based EINV2-D3Net ×2
EINV2-based EINV2-D3Net ×4

4. MODEL ENSEMBLE

A model ensemble is performed by averaging outputs of several
models trained with different conditions such as input features,
training folds, and model architectures. We convert the EINV2 for-
mat into the ACCDOA format for averaging by the following two
steps: making pseudo track-wise ACCDOA outputs by multiply-
ing SED outputs and DOA output for each track, and taking non
track-wise ACCDOA outputs with the maximum activity among the
tracks.

Here we use the simple average and the weighted average of
the outputs predicted by different model. The weights are assigned
to each model, thus the dimension of weights is M , where M is
the number of models. We use 0.3 or 0.4 as a threshold. During
the inference, if the norm of the ACCDOA vector of a sound event
class exceeds the threshold, we consider the class to be active. The
models used for the ensemble are listed in Table 1.
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Table 2: SELD performance of our systems evaluated by using joint localization/detection metrics for the development set.

Number of Validation fold Testing fold
System parameters ER20◦ F20◦ LECD LRCD ER20◦ F20◦ LECD LRCD

Baseline FOA [1] 0.5 M - - - - 0.73 30.7 24.5◦ 40.5
ACCDOA-based RD3Net 1.7 M 0.44 68.1 14.3◦ 70.0 0.48 64.1 13.2◦ 63.2
ACCDOA-based TFR-D3Net w/ IRS 3.0 M 0.42 70.2 12.0◦ 70.5 0.45 67.5 11.5◦ 67.0
ACCDOA-based EINV2-D3Net w/ IRS 7.1 M 0.43 69.2 12.0◦ 71.7 0.44 67.9 11.5◦ 69.5
EINV2-based EINV2-D3Net w/ IRS 7.1 M 0.35 75.9 12.3◦ 79.2 0.48 63.5 11.5◦ 64.9

Ensemble #1 42.6 M 0.39 75.3 11.5◦ 82.6 0.43 69.6 11.3◦ 73.2
Ensemble #2 42.6 M 0.36 75.7 10.9◦ 77.6 0.42 69.6 10.7◦ 68.6
Ensemble #3 42.6 M 0.38 75.8 11.3◦ 83.0 0.43 69.9 11.1◦ 73.2
Ensemble #4 73.6 M 0.35 75.9 10.6◦ 77.4 0.41 70.0 10.3◦ 68.7

Table 3: Our preliminary experimental result without and with IRS
for the development set.

Testing fold
ACCDOA-based system ER20◦ F20◦ LECD LRCD

Without IRS 0.55 56.6 16.1◦ 57.6
With IRS 0.54 57.6 15.2◦ 58.5

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we show the experimental settings and our results on
the development dataset.

5.1. Experimental settings

We evaluated our approach on the development set of TAU Spatial
Sound Events 2021 - Ambisonic using the suggested setup [1]. The
baseline was an ACCDOA-based system with a convolutional re-
current neural network (CRNN) [1]. In the setup, four metrics were
used for the evaluation [25]. The first was the localization error
LECD , which expresses the average angular distance between pre-
dictions and references of the same class. The second was a simple
localization recall metric LRCD , which expresses the true positive
rate of how many of these localization predictions were correctly
detected in a class out of the total number of class instances. The
next two metrics were the location-dependent error rate (ER20◦ )
and F-score (F20◦ ), where predictions are considered as true posi-
tives only when the distance from the reference is less than 20◦.

5.2. Experimental results

Table 2 shows the performance with the development set for our
systems. As shown in the table, our ACCDOA-based RD3Net out-
performed the baseline for each metric by a large margin. The result
also suggested that D3Net variants and IRS data augmentation im-
proved performance. Model ensemble improved F20◦ by 2.1 points
from the single model in the testing fold. The result showed that
model ensembles constantly performed better than single models.
There were no significant difference between the simple average
and the weighted average.

Table 3 shows our preliminary experiment result of an
ACCDOA-based system without and with IRS. We observed that
the performance with IRS was better than without IRS.

6. CONCLUSION

We presented our approach to DCASE2021 task 3: sound event
localization and detection (SELD) with directional interference.
Our systems use the activity-coupled Cartesian direction of ar-
rival (ACCDOA) representation to solve both sound event detec-
tion (SED) and DOA estimation tasks in a unified manner. Using
the ACCDOA-based system with RD3Net as a base, we perform
model ensembles by averaging outputs of several systems trained
with different conditions such as input features, training folds, and
model architectures. We also use the event independent network
v2 (EINV2)-based system to increase the diversity of the model en-
sembles. To generalize the models, we further propose impulse re-
sponse simulation (IRS), which generates simulated multi-channel
signals by convolving simulated room impulse responses (RIRs)
with source signals extracted from the original dataset. Our systems
performed superiorly to the baselines without model ensemble. Fur-
thermore, we observed further improvement with ensembles of the
ACCDOA- and EINV2-based systems.
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